Abstract: This paper describes a method for scheduling large-scale hydrothermal power systems based on the shuffled complex evolution (SCE-UA) method. A multi-reservoir cascaded hydro-electric system with a non-linear relationship between water discharge rate, net head and power generation is considered. The water transport delay between connected reservoirs is also taken into account. SCE-UA is a successfully proven method in global optimization for many situations. Benefiting from its unique global optimization strategies into the inverse procedure greatly enhances the performance of SCE-UA method since it can not only effectively locate the promising areas in the solution space for a global minimum but also avoid its wandering near the global minimum in the final stage of search. The efficiency of the SCE-UA method is analyzed in terms of the mean performance and computational time, in comparison with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The simulation results reveal that SCE-UA effectively overcomes the premature phenomenon and improves the global convergence and optimization searching capability. It is a relatively consistent, effective and efficient optimization method in solving the large scale hydrothermal scheduling problem.
INTRODUCTION
The short-term hydro-thermal coordination problem (STHTC) is a crucial task in the economic operation of a power system. A good generation schedule reduces the production cost, increases the system reliability, and maximizes the energy capability of reservoirs by utilizing the limited water resource. The primary objective of the short term hydro thermal scheduling is to find the generation levels of the hydro and thermal units so as to minimize the fuel cost of thermal units. In classical optimization methods, the thermal input-output characteristics are approximated by a smooth differentiable or piecewise quadratic objective function. However, due to the valve-point effects, the real input-output characteristics contain higher order nonlinearity and discontinuity which results in a non-convex, non-smooth fuel cost function.
The STHTC is a nonlinear, high-dimensional, multiconstraint, complex water-machine electrical coupling optimization problem, which is constrained by cascaded hydro plants, water time delay, nonlinear hydro production function, release targets, power transmission limits [1] . Various optimization techniques have been applied to solve the STHTC problem. Applied optimization methods can be classical calculus-based algorithms such as linear and *Address correspondence to this author at the Business School, Hohai University, Nanjing 210098, P.R. China; Tel: +86-25-83786327; Fax: +86-25-83786319; E-mail: chyzheng@hhu.edu.cn nonlinear programming [2] , interior point [3, 4] and dynamic programming [5] , Lagrange relaxation method [6, 7] . The other methods are the artificial intelligence techniques including network flow method [8] , heuristic methods, expert systems and artificial neural networks [9, 10] . Orero and Irving present GA approach to STHTC of generators with prohibited operating zones and compared the results with lambda-iteration method and DP method [11] . Park et al. have developed PSO approach to solve economic dispatch problem and compared the results with improved evolutionary programming and modified Hopfield neural network [12] . Although these heuristic methods have been employed to solve the complex nonlinear, discrete STHTC problems, they do not always guarantee the globally optimal solution in finite time and is the difficulty of treating largescale systems. In order to reduce the dimension of the problem, aggregation of hydroelectric subsystem into an equivalent hydroplant is the common manipulation. Unfortunately, this practice is sometimes not adapted and unusable [13] .
As a result of the above limitation, the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE-UA) which is capable of dealing with global optimization problem characterized by the large number of local minima, without the need of calculating any gradient or partial derivative information, especially for addressing problems for which the objective functions are not differentiable, stochastic, or even discontinuous [14] . The SCE-UA method is becoming much more useful and has recently been used to optimize complex mathematical problem of multiparameters, and multimodal objective functions. However, few attempts have been made to address the STHTC optimization problems.
In this paper, we implemented and tested STHTC problem based on the SCE-UA approach. The calculation efficiency and stability of the proposed method are tested on the hydro-thermal generation system with multi-chain hydro sub-system along with a number of thermal plants. The model considered takes into account non-linear cost function of thermal production, variations of water head in hydroelectric plants, non-linear function of hydroelectric output, a system of cascaded hydroelectric plants including dams with limited spillage capacity. A comparative analysis with Particle swarm optimization is also made in the present study to further evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Results from both synthetic and actual field data demonstrate that SCE-UA algorithm applied to STHTC optimization problems should be considered robust, effective and efficient.
PROBLEM FORMULATIONS

Notion
To formulate the problem mathematically, the following notation used in this paper is first introduced:
F T : total production cost function 
Objective Function
The prime objective of the STHTC problem is to minimize the total thermal cost such that all the equality and inequality operation constraints are satisfied, the load demands P D t supplied from hydro and thermal plant in the intervals of generation scheduling can be met [15] .
To obtain an accurate cost function model, the valvepoint effects are modeled in the fuel function as follow:
Subject to the following constraints:
1)
The output hydro power is expressed as a function of the water discharge rate and the reservoir storage [15] :
2) Active power balance constraints : this constraint is based on the principle of equilibrium between the total generation from hydro and thermal plants and the total system demand plus the system losses [16] .
3) Thermal and hydro plant power generation limits: the operating limit of plant has a lower and upper bound so that it lies in between these bounds.
4)
Hydro plant discharge limits: the physical limitation of water discharge must lie in between its maximum and minimum operating limits.
5) Reservoir storage volumes limits : the operation volume of reservoir storage limit must lie in between the minimum and maximum capacity limits.
6) Water dynamic balance equation : the storage reservoir volume limits are expressed with given initial and final volumes as [17] :
7)
Ramp rate constraints: the ramp rate limits are caused by the fact that the thermal generating output cannot be adjusted instantaneously. The operating range of all on-line is restricted by their ramp rate limits [18] :
SHUFFLED COMPLEX EVOLUTION (SCE-UA)
The SCE-UA method is a new global optimization strategy which is good at effectively and effectively solving a broad class of problem. The SCE-UA strategy not only combines the concepts of controlled random search, competitive evolution, but also complex shuffling which is a newly developed sense [19] . Such combinations ensure that all the information comes from the sample can be thoroughly and quickly exploited. Thus it could be reasonably expect that SCE-UA method should have much better global convergence on solving a wider range of problems. It means if a series of function evaluation was given, the SCE-UA method could exhibit a higher probability in finding the global optimum towards its objective.
The essence of the method can be summarized as follow:
1) Beginning with a group of points which were randomly selected from the feasible space. Such group is divided into several communities. In each community, it contains 2n+1points. Here n is the dimension of the problem. 2) Each community is made to evolve using competitive complex evolution (CCE) techniques that uses the simplex geometric shape to direct search in an improvement direction. At periodic stages in the evolution, the entire population is shuffled and points are reassigned to communities to ensure information sharing. 3) As the search progresses, the entire population tends to converge toward the neighborhood of global optimum, provided the initial population size is sufficiently large [20] .
The essential principles and theories for the SCE-UA method could be concluded briefly as follow: Each community can be seen as a potential parent and such parent community was subjected to a process of reproduction; a sub complex which consists of more than two members selected form the whole complex can be used as a pair of parents. Here, we should ensure that the probability which was contributed to the offspring from the better parents must higher than that of worse ones in order to make sure that this evolution process is competitive. Therefore the employment of a triangular probability distribution can realize the competitive evolution. For each sub complex which is used for the generation of most of the offspring, Nelder and Mead's procedure is introduced. This combination can improve the evolution into a profitable direction by making use of the information derived from each sub complex [20] . Moreover, in order to discharge the unpromising regions and make the evolution not to get trapped, offspring are located randomly under certain conditions. This is somewhat analogous to biological evolution in which mutation was produced in response to the outside stimuli. Such mutation may increase the information stored in samples. Consequently, the obtained new offspring replaces the worst region in the sub complex, rather than in the whole population. In order that, each parent has at least one chance to be devoted into the reproduction step before being replaced or discarded. Therefore, all information contained in the sample will be effectively collected [21] .
SHUFFLED COMPLEX EVOLUTION ALGORITHM STEPS FOR HYDRO-THERMAL SCHEDULING
In this section, the procedures of proposed SCE-UA for solving short-term generation scheduling of hydro system is described in details. Penalty function is proposed to handle the equality, inequality constraints especially active power balance constraint and ramp rate constraints. The process of the SCE-UA algorithm can be summarized as follows [22] .
Initialization
To initialize the process, it is defined p ≥ 1 and m ≥ n+1, where p represents the number of complexes, m is the number of points contained by certain complex, and n indicates the dimension for this problem. Compute the sample size s=pm.
Generates a Sample
In the initialization process, a set of individuals is created at random. The structure of an individual for STHTC problem is composed of a set of power output of thermal plant and discharge decision variables for each hydro plant in over the scheduling horizon. Each individual's position contains real numbers randomly generated.
be a trial matrix designating the sth individual of a population to be evolved and
. The elements P sj t and q hi t are the power output of the jth thermal unit and the discharge rate of the ith hydro plant at time t. The range of the elements P sj t and q hi t should satisfy the thermal generating capacity and the water discharge rate constraints in (5) and (7), respectively.
To meet exactly the restrictions on the initial and final reservoir storage in (8) , the water discharge rate of the ith hydro plant q hi d in the dependent interval d is then calculated
Using these hydro discharges, the volumes at different intervals are determined. According to hydro plant generation characteristics, hydro plant generation power can be obtained using its hydro discharges and storage volumes. From the calculated hydro generation power, the thermal generation power is calculated using (12) . The thermal generation P sd g t of the dependent thermal generating unit d g can then be calculated using the following equation:
Rank the Points
Sample s points to the ensemble of x 1 ,!, x s in the feasible space. Compute the function value F i in equation (2) 
Partition into Complexes
Ensemble D was divided into p complexes 1 , , 
Evolve Each Sequence
Based on the algorithm of competitive complex evolution (CCE), each of the parallel sequence was evolved [19] .
Shuffle the Complexes as Follows
. Sort the ensemble of D in the order of function value increasing.
Check Convergence
The convergence criteria is one of following conditions: 1) When the specified precision for target function cannot be further improved (eg. better than 0.01) after certain cycles. 2) the maximum iteration number. If the predefined maximum iteration number has been reached. If the convergence criteria are satisfied, stop; otherwise, return to section 4.4. The competitive complex evolution (CCE) algorithm is presented in following scheme [22] :
Step 1: Initialization of the process. ! : The number of offspring which each subcomplex generates before it is put back into complex. It can be any number greater than or equal to one. As ! is increased, the search biased in factor of local search becomes more strongly.
! : The number of evolution steps taken by each complex before the complexes are shuffled. If ! is large, each complex will shrink into the small cluster and lost its global search effectiveness. If ! is small, the complexes will not conduct much independent exploration of the parameter space.
Step Step 3: Parents selection. v i is the function value, which is associated with point u i . u i was stored in L. L is the location of A k used to construct B.
Step 4: Generate offspring according to the following procedure: (a) Sort B and L so that the q points are arranged in order of increasing function value and compute the centroid g using the expression: Step 5: Replacement of parents by offspring.
Step 6: Iteration
SIMULATION RESULT
Test System
In this section, the test system is studied to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed SCE-UA method for solving STHTC. A 6-unit test system with fuel cost function takes into account the valve-point effects to demonstrate the performance of SCE-UA method. Normally, short term hydro thermal scheduling concerns with one day to week periods of operation with interval of various lengths. This paper focuses on short term hydro-thermal scheduling, in which day ahead scheduling is done for 24hours on 2hours time interval. The test system comprises of a multi-chain cascade of three hydro plants and three thermal plants. The configuration of the hydraulic sub-system is shown in Fig.  (1) . The hydro power generation coefficients, reservoir limits are given in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The generation limits, cost coefficients of thermal units are given in Table 3 .
Optimal Estimation of the SCE-UA Parameters of STHTC Problem
Before proceeding to the simulated calculation, careful selection of parameter setting is important to produce a competent result. Selection of the parameters considerably affects the performance of the SCE-UA for STHTC problem. The SCE-UA method contains many probabilistic and deterministic components that are controlled by some algorithmic parameters. The complex size of m is chosen to be equal to 2n+1. Here n represents the dimension of the problem. ! indicates the number of offspring, which can be generated by each independently evolving complex. Such complex is between two consecutive shuffles which also has the same complex size (2n+1). Concerning about the subcomplex selected for generation, its size of was chosen to be n+1, which is the standard size for a simplex. Such definition was also specified by Nelder and Mead that employed in the CRS procedure reported in previous study [20] . The parameter ! was set to 1 in order to match the CRS procedure. In this method, p, the number of complexes was selected and endowed to the primary variable.
To successfully implement the SCE-UA, the values of key parameter p have to be determined first. In order to find optimal values of p to solve the STHTC problem considered in this paper, experiments are conducted using the proposed method by increasing p from 10 to 20 in steps of 1. For each value for this parameters p, 20 independent trials have been made to bring out the optimal values p for the proposed SCE-UA to solve STHTC problem. The results of case, for worst, average and best total fuel costs obtained by SCE-UA for each parameters p are shown in Table 4 . Based on the results from Table 4 , the proposed SCE-UA method provides the best results when p=17.
Computation Results
Based on the statistics outcome of experiments shown in Table 4 , parameters chosen in this paper are as follows: the number of complexes p=17; maximum number of function evaluations allowed during optimization maxn=1e5; maximum number of evolution loops before convergence kstop=10, the percentage change allowed in kstop loops before convergence percento=0.01.
In order to check solution quality, we inspected the variation in total fuel cost from 20 trials using the proposed SCE-UA and PSO methods. The hydrothermal generation scheduling and the optimal hydro discharge with minimum cost obtained by the SCE-UA and PSO method are reported in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. In Table 5 , the last column provides sum of power generation for all generators in order to check whether the total load balance constrains are satisfied or not. The solution for SCE-UA method is optimal and also satisfies the total load balance constraints completely for short-term hydro generation scheduling, while PSO algorithm is not satisfied. Fig. (2) is peak-shaved load curve scenario with SCE-UA and PSO methods. Fig. (3) is the hydro power generation obtained by SCE-UA. From Fig. (2) , it is clearly seen that each thermal plant load generates variation in a small range with trial numbers using the SCE-UA method, thus verifying that the proposed SCE-UA has better quality of solution to ensure the operation of thermal plants continuously and reducing the number of switch machine. As seen in the simulation results of the test system, the schedule of thermal plants obtained by SCE-UA method is suitable to operate at base load plants, leaving Fig. (1) . The configuration of hydro sub-system. hydro-plants to operate at peak load plants. It reduces the production cost, increases the system reliability, and maximizes the energy capability of reservoirs by utilizing the limited water resource.
Fig. (2).
Peak-shaved load curve scenario. Fig. (3) . Hydro power generation with SCE-UA.
In order to check solution quality, we inspected the variation in total thermal plant cost and its standard and standard deviation from 20 trials. Table 7 provides comparison of the minimum, maximum, average total fuel cost obtained from the proposed SCE-UA method with of PSO. From Table 7 , the SCE-UA presents a better total fuel cost, and a lesser CPU time. In the paper, penalty function has been adopted to tackle and optimize the constraints of STHTC problem. If the calculation results do not meet the constraints, penalty function value should be greater than zero. Inversely, when the calculated results satisfy the constraints well, obtained value of the penalty function should be equal to zero. From Table 8 , the penalty function value obtained by SCE-UA equal to zero. PSO method cannot satisfy the water dynamic balance limit, thermal & hydro power generation limits and even water dynamic balance limit, thus, results obtained by PSO is greater than zero. The bigger value for penalty function obtain means the calculated results are far unable to meet the constraints. Fig. (4) is the trajectories of reservoir storage volumes for STHTC obtained by SCE-UA. Fig. (5) shows the distribution of the best total thermal plant cost of each trial from running 20 times using the proposed SCE-UA and PSO methods. From Fig. (5) , the convergence and the variation obtained by SCE-UA is tolerable. Average cost of 20 trials is very near the middle position that lies between their maximum and minimum values. The total fuel cost generates variation in a small range with trial number using the proposed SCE-UA method. It verifies that the proposed SCE-UA method enhances the efficiency of solving and reduces the probability of being trapped in local optimization.
In the meantime, we examine the variation in the total fuel cost of test system with evolutionary generation numbers, which illustrate the improvement achieved in the convergence property of the SCE-UA method compared with PSO. Figs. (6, 7) show the convergence process obtained by SCE-UA and PSO method. For the PSO method, there is a sharp decline in the total thermal plant cost at the beginning evolutionary stages until generation 40 while it declines slowly during later stages and the corresponding value is far away from the optimal solution. The thermal plant cost obtained by SCE-UA method decline much slowly than PSO in the entire evolutionary process. It leads to thermal cost smaller than PSO and can find the optimal Fig. (4) . Reservoir storage volumes obtained by SCE-UA. solution in the given maximum evolutionary iterative numbers and there is a large reduction in computation time. It shows that the convergence property of SCE-UA method is better than that of PSO for solving STHTC problem.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated the consistency with which global optimization algorithm is able to find the optimal parameter values during calculating the hypothermal scheduling model. In the synthetic data study, SCE-UA effectively overcomes the premature phenomenon and improves the global convergence and global optimization searching capability, while the PSO method cannot exactly locate the global optimum. The simulation results of the case studies reveal that the SCE-UA algorithm can guide the search effectively under the help of obtained response surface information by using conclusive strategies. The selection of random elements in certain complicated complex makes such algorithm more flexible and generable. This strategy of systematic complex evolution ensures that the search is relatively targeted and very robust due to the guidance by the objective function. In order to handle constraints effectively, the penalty function is proposed to handle ramp rate constraint, reservoir volume constraints and active power balance constraints.
We have shown that the SCE-UA algorithm is a relatively consistent, effective and efficient optimization method to solve the short-term hydrothermal scheduling problem, which could reduce the total fuel cost, increases the system reliability and maximizes the energy capability of reservoirs by utilizing the limited water resource. Hence, an effective method is provided to solve the optimal daily generation scheduling of hydrothermal systems and it can be extended for applications in large-scale hydrothermal power systems.
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